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Letter from the Editor
Welcome back, everyone. The old year is gone and the new
one is here. Little has changed, though, as far as JTC Running is
concerned. By the time you receive this newsletter we will have
already staged two more races, the venerable Winter Beach Run
and a track meet. Without missing a stride, our biggest event,
the Gate River Run, is now on the immediate horizon. Wow,
we are one busy club.
This issue focuses on two subjects: The Gate River Run and
the new year, or more specifically, those pesky resolutions that
so many people insist on making. We have some wonderful
writers tackling the issue, and, interestingly, they take it on
from all sorts of angles. Jay Birmingham says it is all about
trying. Julie Stackhouse offers matter-of-fact advice, as does
Gene Ulishney, and Jon Vredenburg goes at it using reverse
psychology, if not downright sarcasm. Regardless the style, you
will, I’m sure, enjoy the writing and the sentiments. Sorry that
these resolutions will be received a bit tardy, but I think you
will still get a lot of them and remember, it’s never too late to
begin good habits.
The Gate River Run 15k, which began life as the River Run
15,000, is an event that has come to define our club. Like our
club, the race started small (2,204 finishers; big at the time,
but quite modest these days), yet became a Goliath. How did
it happen? The answer is largely due to one man, Doug Alred.
He has been the race’s director for more than 30 years and
during that time the race has grown and grown. More than
that, the quality of the event has improved nearly every year.
I caught up to Alred for an “exclusive” that I call The State of
Running. I wanted to know how our local running scene is
doing and what it might be doing in the future. Naturally, I
leaned on the GRR race director for information about the
event, and this year’s race particularly. I hope you enjoy the
interview.
The other half of Doug Alred has not been forgotten. His wife,
Jane, has been crucial to the GRR’s success and making it all
happen. She is the subject of this issue’s Returning The Favor
column. The Alreds, JTC Running, the Gate River Run; it has
been a long journey and it is hard to imagine where our club
would be without them.
Sadly, one of the most important aspects of the Gate River Run
might be one of the most overlooked, almost forgotten ones:
The funds raised for many worthy charities. President Larry
Roberts sets the record straight and explains what is happening
in an article in this issue.
As a member of JTC Running there is one membership
advantage you do not want to overlook and that is our club
hospitality tent on Gate River Run race day. Located on the
grounds in front of the expo. Our tent is the perfect place

to stash your necessaries. You know, car keys, a change of
clothes, a towel, cell phone, money, all that sort of stuff. You
can have peace of mind while you conquer the course and the
competition because security is paramount at our tent and
your “stuff” will be safe and sound.
Now the good part: There's plenty of post-race food and drink
at the tent. It includes beer, so you won’t have to wait in the
long line at the beer wagon. Furthermore, it is all free to club
members.
To take advantage of all this you will need to collect a
waterproof wristband at the JTC Running expo booth when
you pick up your race packet on Thursday or Friday. This is
essential, so please do not forget to do it.
The most daunting challenge of the GRR course is surely the
Hart Bridge. You can conquer it thanks to practical advice from
kinesiologist Jeff Wight. His article was printed a year ago, but
I thought it was so good and so informative that it could use
another “run.”
From the office of Coltman and Baughman comes some good
advice on warming up, especially on cold days. As I write this
we are experiencing some, so be careful. Their article is inside.
Our last two races of 2017 were huge successes thanks largely
to our race directors, Mark Ryan (Guana) and Herb Taskett
(The Last Gasp).
Recently I was thinking. We sometimes complain about the
price of race entry fees, yet what do we get for, say, a $30 entry
fee? We get entertainment -- the race, that is – we get a T-shirt
(sometimes more, at The Last Gasp participants received a
sweatshirt), we get something to eat and drink, an award (in
some cases) and maybe some “swag.” Go to Disney World
and see what they give you. It costs about $100 these days to
walk in. Sure, there is good entertainment. Food and drink;
yes, if you pay the high price. A T-shirt? Ha! They are going to
rip you for that thing. Forget about any swag, prizes, awards or
anything else; no bonuses for you. Go to a movie, same thing.
No bonuses.
Maybe we are spoiled. Or perhaps we have forgotten how
much we get for so little when we attend a race. Keep these
things in mind when you attend the Gate River Run on March
10. Remember them when you sign up for races this year.
Spending too much on races? Be selective, do fewer of them
and pick out the best. If it is a JTC Running, Florida Striders or
Jacksonville Grand Prix event, you can’t go wrong.

DON'T FORGET!
Collect Your Wristband at Our Expo Booth
for Free Use of Our Race Day Hospitality Tent
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President's Letter

Greetings!
As usual the New Year gets off to a running start!
Congratulations to the JTC Running Race team which took
the four top places in the Fall half of the 2017/2018 Grand
Prix sponsored by 1st Place Sports! The Winter Beach Run is
in the books. The first meet of the Track Series has been held
at Creekside High, preparations for the 2018 Gate River Run
are well under way, and the Gate River Run Training Class is
in full swing.
The Breast Cancer Marathon is approaching, and with that
the Club’s booth at the Donna Expo Friday and Saturday,
February 9 and 10. Please stop by and say hello, and if can
spare a couple of hours, sign up to work with us. If you are
reading this online click HERE to register.
The Gate River Run has a new Elite Runners Coordinator,
JTC Running Board Member Jim Van Cleave. All indications
are that we will have a very talented and deep field of elites
in this year’s race. By the way, Jim is handling this in addition
to his long-time role as Race Director for the Junior River
Run.
The Gate River Run Expo is going to be big as well this year,
with exhibitor space selling out as usual. The JTC Running
booth will have our logo running shorts for sale and wrist
bands available for active member only admission to the
Club’s hospitality tent on race day. The tent (with bag check,
refreshments, and exclusive port-a-lets) has become a muchin-demand perk for members. Club Vice-President Larry
Sassa has done a tremendous job of organizing the tent.

Volunteers are needed to work our booth and you can sign
up HERE. Volunteers are also needed race day for bag check
at the tent. If you have a teen looking for volunteer hours it
is a great opportunity. The work is fun, and they get fed as
well! To register to work the hospitality tent click HERE.
The prospect of having a Master Trails Plan for Jacksonville
is moving ahead. Representatives of the PATH Foundation
visited the city in December and indicated the great potential
that exists here and their willingness to help make it happen.
They have 25 years of experience in developing trails systems
in the Atlanta area, and throughout the State of Georgia.
It is anticipated that an agreement between PATH and
Groundwork Jacksonville, will be finalized shortly. The
JTC Running Board of Directors has approved a $50,000
contribution towards the plan and the Club will have a seat
on the project steering committee. I will keep you informed
as the effort moves forward.
And lastly, those of you reading this issue of the Starting Line
online will notice that all the photos are in color, not just
the front cover. And that it contains hyperlinks which you
can click on to go directly to event sign ups and to get more
information on subjects such as the Path Foundation. A big
thank you to Starting Line graphic designer Amanda Mason
for making it happen!

New & Returning Members
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Charities of the Gate River Run
A very important, but sometimes overlooked, aspect of the
Gate River Run is the role that local charities play in the
event. Since 1999, more than $473,000 has been donated
to local causes by JTC Running’s biggest race. In 2017
alone, the amount exceeded $40,000.

There are numerous roles the NMHP volunteers fill
and given their consistency in volunteering each year.
We are not having to spend as much time training new
volunteers. Some of their volunteer responsibilities for the
JRR include the following:

In return for these contributions, the recipient
organizations provide volunteers to work important
aspects of the race, including shirt & bib pickup and water
stations. In all, more than 1,000 volunteers are involved
in putting on this prestigious event with over 20,000
participants!

•

Water table

•

Registration and number pick up prior to race time

•

Starting line monitors

•

Clock timer

•

Finisher T-shirt and medal distribution

•

Kid / Parent lost and found

•

Start / Finish area tear down and area clean up

The charities for this year include:
•

No More Homeless Pets

•

JASMYN – Jacksonville Area Sexual Minority Youth
Network

•

American Lung Association

•

Catholic Charities Bureau, Inc.

•

Dreams Come True

•

High School Track and Cross Country teams

•

HOPE Worldwide

•

Jewish Family & Community Services

•

L'Arche Harbor House

•

March of Dimes

•

North Florida School

•

Seamark Ranch

•

Special Olympics - Duval County

•

The ALS Association Florida Chapter

•

Jacksonville Speech and Hearing Center

Van Cleave: “The NMHP volunteers are also self-motivated
and take the initiative to make sure the various roles they
fill are managed effectively and done efficiently. That
ability to delegate key roles enables me to focus on the
task at hand, which is kind of like managing mass chaos,
making sure the kids start and finish each heat safely but
most of all have fun doing it.
“The JRR is a great event for kids and their families
and would not be possible without volunteers from
organizations like NMHP.”
The same can be said about each of the charities: They do
a great job and play an integral role in the Gate River Run,
and donations from the race enable them to pursue their
missions in Jacksonville.

The first group on the list, No More Homeless Pets, has
been involved with the Gate River Run for six years. Their
volunteer manager, Brian Patterson, says the 25 to 30
volunteers each year really enjoy the opportunity to help.
JTC Running Board member Jim Van Cleave, race director
for the Junior River Run, had this to say about the first
group on the list:
“No More Homeless Pets (NMHP) has been one of
the longest-running organizations that has consistently
provided a significant number of volunteers each year in
support of the Junior River Run (JRR). They have been key
to helping and ensuring that the JRR is properly staffed
and is a safe and successfully run event each year.”
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The State of Running
For decades now, Doug Alred has been the main
man when it comes to running and racing in
North Florida. Since 1978, his specialty running
stores, 1st Place Sports, have dominated the
business and been our running headquarters.
Over the years, race directing has become his
primary job while his wife, Jane, concentrates
on their six stores. “The race office,”1st Place
Sports Event Management, now organizes more
than 100 races a year. As a new year begins, and
the 2018 Gate River Run looms on the horizon,
I thought it would be a good time to catch up
to Alred and ask him about the GRR and local
running overall.
Bob Fernee (BF): Let’s start with the Gate River
Run. You have been the race director for a long
time now, how and when did all that begin?
Doug Alred (DA): I started directing the race
in 1983. That was the last year we started and
finished on Coast Line Drive in downtown. I
had run the first five RRs and was looking
forward to improving my RR 50:12 PR. However,
I suffered a major running injury in December
of 1982 and knew that I could not run so I
volunteered to direct the event in 1983. I had
experience directing many smaller events so
things went well and the track club wanted me
to direct the following year. As it worked out, I
stayed with the race a bit longer than I planned.
BF: What are the biggest differences you’ve seen
over the years?
DA: Probably the biggest change has been that
RR became a signature event for the City of
Jacksonville and has become a bucket list item
for many of our residents. The race is now a
huge social event for the city. The other big
change was technology. We can now time the
event with passive timing chips, which allows us
to process results in seconds compared to days
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back in the early years. Computers also helped us
be able to register huge numbers of runners for
events. I cannot imagine how hard it would be
to process 20,000+ for RR manually.
BF: Are we going to see any changes this time
around?
DA: Nothing major. The Gate River Run has just
about everything that a major running event can
offer. Construction in the Sports Entertainment
area is our biggest challenge. We have been
affected by construction the last couple of years
and have managed to work around it with small
changes to the start area. We may be faced with
a major construction project in the next few years
so the challenges will be greater.
BF: Amazingly, every year you seem to contrive a
way to make the event even better than the year
before. Is there anything you wish you could do
for the GRR that, so far, you have not been able
to accomplish?
DA: Last year, we moved to the Race Result
timing system. This was a major change in
the runners being able to obtain their results.
A runner’s finish time or time from a split is
up on the internet in a few seconds. This has
been a goal of ours for the last few years. With
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The State of Running
the addition of the GRR app, results and
information is easily retrieved in a few seconds.
BF: How important are the invited elite runners
to the GRR?
DA: I think very important. GRR has been the
USA 15K Championship since 1994. We are
very proud of this. We decided to bid for the
Championship to promote American runners.
Our prize structure is one of the largest nonmarathon prize structures in the USA. Our goal
was to provide funding to American runners to
enable them to compete on the world level. The
strategy worked. A few of our winners have gone
on to become some of the best runners in the
word. Meb [Keflizighi], Todd [Williams], Deena
[Kastor] and Shalane [Flanagan] have won major
events and/or been factors in the Olympics.
Hosting the American Championship has also
been good for the race. GRR is known around
the world. This would not have happened
without the championship.
BF: Ever wish it was like in the old days, open
to foreign elites? (Editor’s note: foreign elites
can compete in the GRR but since it is the USA
15k championship race they cannot earn prize
money.)
DA: Not at all. We love being the USA
Championship.
BF: Does the average jogger in the GRR care
about the elites? If there were no invited elite
runners would it hurt the event?
DA: Some do. Some don’t. As I mentioned,
GRR has everything a major running event
should have. There are lots of great things for
everyone, so you won’t feel we neglected you to
do the Championship.
BF: Some 40 “Streakers” are still finishing the
race. These days they are worried that a “time

limit” might be invoked, meaning that if a
“Streaker” finishes in slower than say, 2 hours
and 25-minutes it won’t count, and he will be
eliminated from the ranks of “Streakers.” Any
comment?
DA: That is a possibility. We have been watching
the times as they get slower and slower. We can’t
turn this into a walk fest. 20-minute pace would
be three hours and six minutes. That would
seem to be a reasonable time. However, we do
not have any plans to institute a time limit this
year.
BF: What is your favorite part of the Gate River
Run? (Don’t say “when it’s over;” I think we all
know that!)
DA: The start! It is amazing! It is so
inspirational to watch so many people doing
something that I love so much.
BF: Let’s move onto the local running scene in
general. What’s going on? Most race attendances
seem to be down. Too many events, or are
people losing interest?
DA: We are getting a real mix when it comes
to race participation. We just hosted Run Santa
Run. This was a first-time event that sold
out. I think races that have a fun element will
continue to do well. The Saturday morning 5K
for age-group awards is way overdone. There
are probably 80+ events like this each year in
Jax. We should probably have about 40. These
are usually charity events so if the charity can
make money then I guess it is OK. My worry
is that the city may put a moratorium on new
events at some point. Many events can be an
inconvenience to the residents on the course.
Attendance at half-marathons has started to
drop the last couple of years. I think that there
are way too many of these. There used to be three
6 The Starting Line
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a year. Now we have 10 in the Jacksonville area.
BF: You and I have seen races go from being
intense competitions to becoming “events” in
which every bell and whistle are offered to attract
a crowd. What’s next; is there anything left to do
or to offer?
DA: I can’t think of anything that can be added.
Giving medals has really helped events retain their
participation. When this attraction wears off I
think we will see race participation decrease.
BF: Seems like every event has a medallion up for
grabs; is this a good thing? One “race” is offering
a (no joke) three-pound medallion just for
walking its 5k; the monstrosity looks like a truck
hood ornament! This seems like medallions-gonemad.
DA: My theory is don’t start something that you
can’t continue. Giving expensive medals will just
cause entry fees to increase, which will in the end
cause participation to decrease.
BF: Please give us your opinion of “virtual racing.”
Is it a lazy runner’s fantasy come true? Or is it the
future of “racing?”
Editor’s note: for those who may not know
“virtual racing” is when you pay to enter a race
but don’t show up for it – you “run” it at home,
or in the gym or anywhere else.
DA: I don’t like it. It can only hurt produced
events. Virtual running was only invented to
make extra money for events that could not attract
enough runners to their event.
BF: Once there was the 10k, then there was
“marathon mania,” next people latched onto
the half-marathon. Is there some new magical
distance that has captured the attention of the
running public?
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DA: The half-marathon is still king, but shorter
races like the 10K are starting to make a
comeback.
BF: Race directing involves a lot of early mornings
and trying to keep the customer satisfied. You’ve
been at it for nearly 40 years; do you still enjoy it?
DA: I do enjoy it a lot. I know I am nearing the
end of my career so I try to enjoy every minute of
my favorite events.
BF: To put it mildly, you have been a mover and
a shaker in our club; there is no one like you, and
no one to replace you. What is to become of JTC
Running when you step aside? Some have gone so
far as to say that it will “cease to exist.”
DA: 1st Place Sports has a great team. Stuart
Toomey is our chief timer. He is a much better
timer that I ever was and stays on top of what
should be happening. Tony Constanza has
been our course director for many years. He
does our certifications, permitting and sets the
course for our events. He does an excellent
job! Carly Godar-Doyle is our graphics and
social media director. She has been with us for
almost 10 years and does a great job keeping us
in front of the public. Jane and Angie Swaney
head up registration on race day. They are real
professionals. Ryann (our daughter) is moving
back to Jax this summer and will become an
integral part of the team. Stuart, Tony, Carly and
Ryann are all 30 years old or less so running in Jax
should be in good hands for many years into the
future.
BF: In 10 years will the majority of running events
be owned and operated by professional, for-profit
companies?
DA: I think that is probably a fair statement.
There are still a good number of club events, but
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race directing takes a big commitment and asking
someone to devote that much time to an event is
getting much harder to do.
BF: When you stop directing the Gate River Run
would it be best to hire a professional event
planner to organize it? It is such a mammoth
undertaking these days, surely it can’t be
accomplished by a mere “volunteer.”
DA: I think the transition will be simple. I am the
RD, but the 1st Place Sports Race Management
staff are the heart and soul of Gate River Run.
Gate is also very involved with the race. They
provide some key personnel and volunteers that
make the machine run smoothly.
BF: You have been a competitive runner, a
running retailer, a running advocate, a running
club board member, and a race director. Out of
all that, which do you like best, which one really
floats your boat?
DA: It has changed over time. In the early days
racing was my passion. I loved to do the daily
training runs with our FPS group. We had about
12 guys including John Rogerson, Bill Fisher and
Mike Wachholz who would run from the store on
a daily basis. Our daily 6 p.m. run was almost
an everyday competition. My training partners
were some of the top runners in the South and
they got me into much better shape than I could
have ever imagined. Working in the store back
in those days was also fun. Running was a new
sport for our customers and it was exciting being
in the store talking and breathing running. Those
were some really unbelievable days. I also met

Jane at the store. We hit it off right away and the
rest is history. I could have never found a better
soulmate. She is as committed to running as I
am. Jane is now in charge of the stores and does
an excellent job. She is a much better retailer
than I could ever be. My current passion is race
directing. The challenge of planning to make
events better is very gratifying. I also like trying to
come up with new ideas and make them happen.
This is my current form of running competition.
BF: Did I miss anything? Is there anything on your
mind that you would care to share with us?
DA: You have covered it very well.
BF: Finally, thanks for all your service, help
and dedication to the Gate River Run and JTC
Running. It is hard to imagine where we would be
without you (and Jane, of course).
DA: This has been as labor of love for both of
us. Being a part of something new and watching
it become mainstream has been very gratifying.
When 1st Place Sports opened back in 1978, the
Jacksonville Track Club was in its infancy and
running was sort of a cult movement. Who knew
where it would go. I followed my passion and
turned it into a career, met the love of my life, and
helped make Jacksonville a great running city. I
would not change a thing. One of my great joys
is knowing that our daughter is ready to take the
reins and move FPS into the future. Ryann will
do a great job. She grew up with running. It is in
her blood. She has the desire and the knowledge
to do an exceptional job. Running in Jacksonville
will be in good hands.

DON'T FORGET!

Check out our online version of this month's
newsletter to see additional photos!
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Cool Running is Coming - Don’t Forget to Warm-Up!
It’s getting cooler out there, and for most runners,
this time of the year is a welcome break from the
hot, humid, Florida summer running season. In
cooler weather, it usually seems a lot easier to go
faster on runs without being weighed down by the
humidity. With this feeling, often we are excited
to just run out the door and hit a fast pace pretty
quickly due to feeling so good. It’s also very easy
to just start running without thinking about an
adequate warm-up.
This could be a big mistake as science shows us
that there are so many benefits that a warm-up
can provide, the least of which is reduced chance
of soft tissue injury. Your body requires a gradual
build-up of metabolism to what is required during
a faster run or race to optimize physiological and/
or musculoskeletal performance.
A 15- to 20-minute warm-up starts the flow of
fatty acids to the muscles for use as fuel while
simultaneously reducing dependence on your
limited stores of carbohydrate-based glycogen.
It also raises the temperature of the working
muscles. The capacity of muscles to produce
energy rises by 13 percent for every degree
Celsius of temperature rise. Heart stroke volume
and lung capacity increase with warming up.
The production of lactate is reduced following
a warm-up, meaning that you are less likely to

go anaerobic at the start. Warming up opens the
capillaries to allow more oxygen into the muscles.
It sensitizes the nervous system for smoother
movements so that you waste less energy at the
start of the race. Perceived exertion during a
workout or race is lower following a warm-up
than when no warm-up is done. And finally, a
warm-up reduces the risk of soft tissue injury.
In other words, if you warm up, you will run
faster, with improved form, using less muscle
glycogen and burning more fat, with lower
perceived exertion and with less injury risk. Not
bad for just the cost of 15-20 minutes of easy
running!
Science has supported the value of warming
up best when it duplicates the movements of
the sport and does not cause undue fatigue, so
therefore a warm-up for a run does not have to
be fancy; all you need to do is 15-20 minutes of
easier running gradually progressing to the pace of
the run.
So even though it feels great to just bolt out the
door for a few quick miles in this great weather,
don't neglect to warm up for 15-20 minutes. Your
run will be the best it can be be!
Friel, Joe. The Triathlete's Training Bible (Kindle Locations 1894-1895).
VeloPress. Kindle Edition.

Upcoming Events
JTC Running’s 41st Annual

Gate River Run 15k
Saturday March 10th, 2018
Sign Up Now at 1stplacesports.com or JTC Running.com
$2 Club Member Discount, Use Code jtc2
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The Myth of the Juice Cleanse

‘reset’ the body and eliminate toxins that have
accumulated while also resting the digestive
system. However, this is unnecessary (and false)
since our body already comes equipped with its
own ‘detox’ system in the form of the liver, the
kidneys, and our mucus membranes – each of
which defend the body against outside invaders
and filter waste products out of the body.

Juice cleanses are a popular method for
attempting to remedy some of our nutrition and
lifestyle choices and they tend to be immensely
popular at the start of a new year. Recent
reports from Consumer Reports reveal that juice
cleanses are a $200 million per year industry.
While there are ample reasons to applaud
boosting natural food intake, these approaches
to healthy living are best reserved for the shortterm, if at all.
Juice cleanses typically involve shunning
prepared foods and using a specialty blend of
juices as the primary source of nutrition for a
period of days, or sometimes weeks. The juice
blends can be pricey though. The average cost
for a 3-day cleanse can be $200 or more - if you
rely on the prepared juices available in specialty
grocery stores. Do-it-yourself recipes abound
too, with many ingredient combinations. The
infamous Dr. Oz touts a ‘detox drink’ on his
website which features kale, cucumber, lemon
juice, ginger and mint blended into a juice. I
tried a commercial variation of this drink at a
fitness expo recently and it tasted like I had just
kissed a lawn mower. Based on the price, the
only thing it was going to cleanse was my wallet.

The notion of ‘resting’ the gut is flawed thinking
as well since the system is at its healthiest
when it is at work digesting and absorbing the
nutrients that we consume during the day. In
fact, resting the gut by not eating makes as much
biological sense as resting your lungs by not
breathing.
The one advantage of a juice cleanse
is that it helps people expand their diet to
include more fruits and vegetables, along with
eliminating their unhealthier food choices.
However, if the juice cleanse extends beyond
a couple of days, the individual can run into
difficulties with fatigue and additional bowel
problems since cleanses are too low in calories
and offer minimal protein and fiber. In
addition, metabolic rate can be reduced and the
body will begin to break down muscle mass to
help provide energy to the vital organs. As this is
happening, immune function is reduced and
which makes you more susceptible to illness.
The best approach to clean living is to continue
to include more fruits and vegetables in your
diet, while eating enough calories to maintain
a healthy weight throughout your training
calendar. If you still want a cleanse, jump in the
shower.

Proponents of the cleanse say the programs help
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Tips for Successful Gate Run and Hart Bridge Biomechanics
Jeff T. Wight, PhD
Assistant Professor of Kinesiology,
Jacksonville University
Director, Running Biomechanics Laboratory
Member, First Place Sports Racing Team
The Gate River Run is just around the corner! As
always, the Hart Bridge will be ready, willing, and
able to gobble us up at mile eight. However, with
preparation, we can tame, and even defeat the
beast. In this article, I will provide a few simple
biomechanical tips for the Gate River Run with
particular focus on the Hart Bridge.

look quick, lively, and rhythmic (at all paces).
When you begin a run, immediately focus on your
cadence. Avoid taking slow steps (and waiting
for your legs to loosen up). Instead, immediately
begin running with a high cadence. Take short
quick steps. This will immediately focus your brain
and get in a rhythm. As you loosen up, your stride
length will increase, but your cadence will remain
the same. This approach simplifies running…
Any time you run, no matter the day, the pace,
the surface, play that one drum beat in your head.
This consistent and quick cadence is the key to
establishing and maintaining rhythm when you
run.

Overall Goal: Establish and maintain a nice
rhythm (for the entire race)
This is a good goal for any race. Unfortunately, as
we all know, keeping your rhythm is easier said
than done! Most runners have several humorous
stories about losing focus, losing mechanics,
losing confidence, and/or “blowing up” during
races. Achieving Gate Run rhythm is particularly
challenging—it requires some extra attention and
preparation.
The greatest threat is, of course, the monster Hart
Bridge. Additional threats worth preparing for
include:
•

Tendency to start too fast (thanks to the high
energy of the event)

•

Running in a large crowd

•

Some sharp turns and minor changes in
elevation and terrain

•

The length of the race (9.3 miles!)

Here are some general biomechanical tips to focus
on while preparing for the Gate Run:
Tip #1: Focus much attention on your cadence
during training and while racing.
In the JU Running Biomechanics Laboratory, I
continually notice that the most elite runners
always run with a similar cadence; their “drum
beat” is similar at slower and fast paces. Their feet
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Similarly, when you complete turns, keep that same
drum beat. To do this, you will have to shorten
your stride a bit and keep your feet moving at the
same quick cadence. Shortening your stride a bit is
a good approach; short quick steps will keep your
brain in its rhythm and prevent your leg muscles
from fatiguing while dealing with these minor
challenges.
Tip #2: Develop versatile legs.
If you can, try completing a trail run once per week
as you prepare for the Gate Run. Ideally, it would
be a relatively challenging trail with some roots,
turns, hills, etc. When running on challenging
terrain like this, each step will be slightly different,
and your legs will be loaded in many different
ways. This will make your legs more “versatile”.

The Starting Line / Written by Jeff T. Wight, PhD

Tips for Successful Gate Run and Hart Bridge Biomechanics
Having versatile legs can be important when
“running with the masses” in a large race like the
Gate Run. For example, when running in a pack,
quite often you will need to shift laterally and
accelerate to pass slower runners. Having versatile
legs will help you maintain your rhythm and
confidence while you navigate through and around
others. Similarly, you will be less susceptible
to losing your rhythm to changing race surfaces
(bricks, metal bridge, angled road, etc.), turns, and
changing elevation. Trails runs are another great
way to make your “easy runs” productive and
enjoyable.
Tip #3: Train faster than your Gate Run pace.
A great strategy for Gate Run confidence is to
“over-prepare” for your Gate Run pace. Probably
the easiest/most enjoyable way to do this is to run
two or more shorter races in the weeks leading up
to the Gate Run. The classic preparatory race for
the Gate Run is the 5-mile Ortega River Run (two
weeks before). Having 5k to 5-mile races “fresh on
your mind” certainly can be advantageous; this can
minimize the intimidation of your Gate Run pace
(knowing you recently have trained at paces that
are faster than your target pace). This can help you
to relax and establishing a rhythm.
Tip #4: Train longer than the Gate Run distance.
Similarly, it certainly feels great to enter the Gate
Run with a well-established long run. Our top local
marathoners typically establish 20-mile long runs.
For the Gate Run, for safety and confidence, you
should establish a long-run of at least 10 miles.
Ideally, your long run is well-beyond the length of
the race, such as 16 miles. That will do wonders for
your fitness and confidence. Eliminate the threat of
the race distance and you will be able to relax and
focus on your race rhythm.
Tip #5: Practice uphill biomechanics.
It’s great to have a serious game plan for the Hart
Bridge. Do not rely on “mental toughness”; instead
rely on sound technique. The key is to maintain
your race rhythm as you climb the bridge. Keep
that same exact drum beat in your head that you

have been using the entire race. Keep your feet
moving quickly and maintain your high cadence.
The only way you will be able to do this is by
shortening your stride some. You should lean
forward slightly and take “short and choppy”
steps. This approach will keep the muscular effort
“moderate” for your leg muscles. Use this approach
to prevent your legs from “burning out”. If your
legs do start burning then shorten your stride more.
Ideally, when climbing the bridge, your lungs are
the limiting factor, not your legs.
Tip #6: Practice uphill biomechanics.
Training uphill will pay big dividends. Practice
the technique of short and choppy steps at your
normal cadence. After 3-4 practice sessions, your
legs will adapt. Then, your uphill stride length
and running speed will become closer to your flat
surface running. The key is to gradually build up
your bridge running biomechanics (just like you
gradually build up your speed training and distance
training).
Tip #7: Practice downhill running biomechanics.
The absolute “no-no” for downhill running is to
land with your foot too far out in front of your
body. This will “put the brakes” on your downward
momentum and place massive loads on your
quadriceps and knee. The key, when running
downhill, is to land with your foot “under” your
body instead of out front.
To accomplish this safe and effective foot landing,
focus on running with “high knees”. Once your
knee is elevated, avoid “reaching out front” with
your foot. Instead, let your foot fall and land gently
below your body.
Once your foot lands, you will not need to focus
on “pushing” yourself forward much at all (since
you are running downhill). Instead, you will need
to focus on keeping your feet moving quickly.
Once again, focus on maintaining that same drum
beat in your head; the goal is to keep your cadence
high and similar to your flat running cadence.
Maintain that race rhythm down the bridge just
like you did up the bridge…
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Tips for Successful Gate Run and Hart Bridge Biomechanics
Tip #8: Develop bridge confidence.

Julie Stackhouse

In the Gate Run, you will run up and over the
Hart Bridge—one repetition up and one repetition
down. An obvious way to develop bridge
confidence is to complete multiple repetitions of
bridges during training. Also, it would be ideal if
you could incorporate bridges (or uphill repeats)
into the second half of your long run, when you
are fatigued (just like you will be in the race).

Julie is one of the top female runners in NE
Florida. She wrote this article for 904 Fitness that
shares stair climbing and cross training for runners.
www.904fitness.com/time-to-step-it-up

ADVANCED TIPS
I will close by sharing some more advanced
workout options from three of our great local
coaches/runners.
Paul McRae
www.prsrunningclub.com
Paul coaches hundreds of local runners. Here are
a couple more advanced workouts Paul shared for
Gate Run preparation.

Ron Grigg

1) Sprint 8-10 X 100 meters uphill with a slow
jog down as recovery

At JU, Coach Ron Grigg regularly uses these two
approaches with the CC runners

•

Exaggerate your arm swing

•

Incorporate campus hills into tempo runs

•

Lean into the hill

•

•

Focus on pushing off with the balls of your feet

Complete a few hard 200 meter uphill repeats
immediately after challenging track workouts

2) Run 4-8 X 200-400 meters
•

Run the first half at your goal race pace effort

•

Accelerate the last 50 meters of the hill

•

Jog back down as recovery

Upcoming Events
JTC Running Presents a Track Classic

The Distance Carnival
April 14th, 2018,4-6:30 PM at Bolles High School
FREE entry, sign up online at JTC Running.com
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Staying Visible While Running
Carry a Flashlight or Use a Headlamp
One of the biggest causes of running injuries (and
even death!) isn’t getting hit by a car, but tripping
over debris in the road or rolling an ankle in a
pothole. If you’re running at night, you should
always carry a flashlight to help illuminate the
road. Headlamps may seem a little dorky, but they
are much easier to use while running.
Turn the Volume Down
Jogging is one of the healthiest ways to get from
A to B. If you run in a heavily-traveled area, you’ll
likely find yourself among motorists. Runners
don’t have good odds when stacked up against a
car in a crash, so one of the best ways to prevent
any incidents is to stay seen. Here are some top
ways you can ensure you’re visible to motorists
when running:
Dress For the Time of Day
Visibility will vary depending on what time of day
you’re running. If you’re out in broad daylight,
you’ll want to wear bright
& fluorescent clothing.
Bright pinks, yellows, and
oranges are perfect here.
When running at dawn
or dusk, forget bright
clothing. Motorists can’t
see what color you’re
wearing, so you’ll need to
wear reflective clothing.
Cars’ headlights will illuminate you as you run
near the road, which will make it much easier
for drivers to see you. A blinking LED light is
inexpensive and makes it nearly impossible for you
to be missed.
Follow Traffic Laws
It’s vitally important to never run red lights or
through stop signs. A runner is significantly
smaller than a car, so motorists will have a
harder time spotting you than they will other
vehicles. By sticking to sidewalks and stopping
for red lights, you’ll dramatically reduce your
chances of getting hit.

For most people, it’s very challenging to run
without some kind of music. Unfortunately, it’s
hard to hear any oncoming cars while using ear
pods or larger headphones. If you do need to
listen to music while you run, consider turning
the volume down. This will allow you to hear
oncoming traffic and prepare for cars accordingly.
Run Facing Traffic
You always want to run against traffic. This is good
for two reasons: You’ll see cars coming, and they’ll
have an easier time seeing you. Again, the sidewalk
is best for running, but still try to position yourself
in the most easily-seen area in the road. This is
especially true when you’re running uphill, which
is notoriously hard for staying seen by motorists.
Run with a Friend!
Two joggers are easier to see than one! And three is
a downright crowd. If you have a friend who also
likes to run, consider running together. You’ll be
much easier to spot by motorists. You may even
be pushed to run further or faster than you would
alone!
What are some of your favorite ways to stay visible
when running?
This article was created by Personal Injury Help
(www.personalinjury-law.com), an organization
dedicated to providing the public with information
about personal injury and safety information. Nothing
in this article constitutes legal advice or opinion, and is
intended for informational use only.
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The Last Gasp 2017 - Taskett Makes It Thirty
The number thirty is rather magical for JTC
Running’s cross-country race, The Last Gasp.
Years ago, when it was a 5-miler we all wanted
to break 30 minutes, which wasn’t easy given
the terrain. We were veritable youngsters then,
something we can’t say now. Despite growing
older and slower many of the old gang still
show up to test themselves on what is now a 5k
course. Trying to smash the 30-minute barrier
for 3.1-miles is today’s new goal. Sadly, the
effort feels harder.
The race has been run 41 times and another
30 milestone has just been reached. Club
member Herb Taskett directed the event for the
30th time. I should also mention the thirtieth
continuous time. The event took place on
December 30. Wow, another number 30; it
was obviously meant to be. Taskett has been
unflagging in the role of race director. I am sure
that everyone in our club thanks Herb for all the
dedication and hard work he has put into The
Last Gasp.
It was a peach of a race. The day was chilly,
some might even say cold. If you like running in
an air-conditioned room, then these conditions
were for you. We haven’t had such a humidityfree race day in quite a while. The rugged course
on Jacksonville University’s campus was mostly
firm so if you were able to run fast it was a good
time to do it. The route remained the same as
last year and, as always, it offered everything:
grassy flat stretches, hills, a bit of mud and a
heavily wooded area that we affectionately refer
to as “the jungle.”
Terrance Sessoms (18) won the race in 17:37.
Another 18-year old, the sensational Kayley
Delay, won the women’s race in 18:52, a time
good enough to also make her second overall.
The Masters divisions were won by Andy Nicol
(57) in 19:27 and Jean Bouquet (46) in 20:26.
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Two sixty-year-olds, Mark Sekelsky and Michelle
Fredette won the Grand Masters categories in
21:18 and 22:45, respectively. You can find full
results on JTC Running.com or 1stplacesports.
com. The Cecil Flyers won the men’s team
race with 92 points and PRS won the women’s
division with 126 points. Fletcher High (172
pts.) were second in the men’s team race with
Cecil Flyers second in the womens with 274.
There were 213 finishers, which was odd because
more than 270 pre-registered. One can only
think that because it was colder than anticipated
a good many entrants decided not to attend.
Our local weather experts predicted 64 degrees
and at the start of the race it was more like 54.
They also said we would have a storm out of
the northeast the day before the race but that,
thankfully, never happened.
Once the runners did their thing, it was time for
what everyone really wants – the post-race party/
awards presentation. For a few years now, the
bash has been held at the Kinne Center on JU’s
campus just up the hill from the race’s finish
line. The room is large, airy, and has plenty of
seating. The menu was different this time and
the change proved to be very popular. Instead of
the usual pizza, sub sandwiches, hot soup and
chili were on offer. Considering the temperature,
the soup and chili were distinctly appreciated.
A special cake was on hand to celebrate race
director Taskett’s momentous occasion. The
icing read: 30 Great Years, Thanks, Herb! The
man’s dedication and fine work for this club
event cannot be overrated. Thanks also to all
the many volunteers who pitched in and helped
out. Without volunteers a race like this would be
impossible.

The Last Gasp
2017
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New Year's Resolution for Runners
We all have goals or things that we would like
to accomplish, but have a hard time setting a
date to begin our new endeavors. Most find a
new year the perfect starting point, and with
great anticipation, fast-forward to how our new
resolutions will make us happier, healthier, and
feeling better, both physically and mentally.
A resolution is usually a personal goal or
achievement. But we may also want to consider
what we can offer to help make someone else’s
world just a little more pleasant. It could be
resolving to do something out of the ordinary
for someone, or saying something genuinely
nice to someone, every day of the year. This
world is becoming less and less personal
partially due to longer working hours and our
most recent technological “advancements” -emailing and texting. As life becomes more
impersonal with less face-time for relatives,
friends and neighbors, a feel-good moment is
ever more meaningful, both for the recipient
as well as the initiator. As your chosen sport,
running has a myriad of resolution offerings and
the following are just some that come to mind.

initiate a conversation…and maybe start a new
friendship.
Resolve to be fit properly.
Most runners are still wearing shoes that are
too small. Ears, noses and feet keep growing all
of our lives. You are not the same size as you
were 5 or 10 years ago. Much running pain is
initiated by shoes that are too short and/or too
narrow.
Resolve to eliminate your own running pain.
If you have it, change something. The wrong
shoes, for you, account for most pain that
runners experience. Good foot supports and
multi-functional socks complete your proper
fitting regimen.
Change up your old running routine.

You know what it does for you, how it makes
you feel and, quite possibly, changed your life,
so share it.

Work in a speed-day, or, better yet, begin
running intervals. Choose a short distance and
alternate 70% speed, followed by about the
same distance at 30%. Recent research shows
short bursts of more intense exercise provide a
much greater gain in cardiac health, fat burning,
and overall fitness. I would add that it will also
help cut down on overuse injuries by reducing
repetitive stress caused by continuously running
at the same relative speed.

Encourage a new or struggling runner.

Finally, resolve to feel better.

Sometimes a few positive words are all it takes
to get them through a challenging time. Sharing
a similar experience lets them know that
someone else cares and has overcome something
similar, so they can, too!

Generally improve your diet by reducing
your consumption of wheat, sugar, artificial
sweeteners, processed and low-fat foods
and sodas – a lot of calories and very little
nutrition. As a rule, shop the perimeter of your
supermarket. It’s where you can find all the
good stuff. With few exceptions, stay out of the
center aisles -- that’s where the bad stuff lives.

Help someone get into running or walking.

Shop your local running store.
It is your best source for appropriate product,
information and help. If you use them, support
them. If you support them, they will be there
for you tomorrow.
Increase your social connections by attending
weekend races or your running store’s weekly
runs and events. Even if you tend to be a quiet
person, everyone participating has “running” in
common, so there is always something to help
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Happy New Year!
Gene Ulishney, BSHPE, CPED, BOCPED
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Returning the Favor

always a few who are quite demanding and
take more time than the rest. One of the best
stories I have is the year (a long time ago)
when the computer crashed, and we lost about
2,000 entries (all the people who signed up at
the expo) the evening before the race. Back in
those days all the entries were on paper, so our
typist had to stay up all night and input those
entries so that we could do the results the next
morning.
BF: What is the hardest part of organizing the
expo?
JA: Accommodating everyone’s wishes and
juggling the booths around to do so.
When it comes to organizing the Gate River
Run and all its accompanying accoutrements
Doug Alred doesn’t do it alone. For decades
now, his right-hand man is his wife, Jane. She
has been an active member of our club’s board
of directors and an instrumental part of the
gargantuan event, the Gate River Run, especially
the runners’ expo. It would be hard to imagine
how JTC Running would be without her. She is
certainly a person who is returning the favor.
Bob Fernee (BF): The Gate River Run expo, it
seems a monumental task, almost as much work
as the race itself. You do it singlehandedly. How
hard is it and how long does it take to pull off
the expo?
Jane Alred (JA): I begin sending out expo
information in September with a deadline
to repeat vendors to return it to guarantee
their same spot. We have many of the same
companies with us year after year.
BF: Those vendors and sales reps, are they easy
or difficult to deal with? Got any good stories?
JA: The majority of our vendors are terrific to
work with and make my job easier. There are

BF: Anything you wish you could do at the expo
but have been unable to do?
JA: Find a new title sponsor for the expo.
BF: What could JTC Running do for the expo
that it is not doing now?
JA: I am not a good delegator, so nothing.
BF: Does the expo need more time? More hours
or another day?
JA: I think the hours are long enough as they
are now. I would say 70% of the participants
arrive at the expo on Friday, which makes that
day super busy. Thursday is busy, but it is much
easier to navigate through the booths and talk
with exhibitors. Saturday visitors to the expo
depend so much on the weather. If it is a great
weather day the expo is slow, but rain brings
many more inside. Several vendors leave on
Friday at the close of day as it is.
BF: In 10 years or so, do you think the expo will
be about what it is today, or are we likely to see
some big changes?
JA: I think the expo will be pretty close to what
it is now. We never know what changes might
occur in the sports complex area so who knows
18 The Starting Line
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if the Fairgrounds will still be located where it is
today.
BF: What is your official, or maybe even
unofficial, Gate River Run title?
JA: I have never been big on titles and do not
have one. Unofficially, maybe the “go-to-person
with any issues director.” It seems like I am
always found no matter where I am. At times
I have thought of changing my name for the
weekend!
BF: Aside from coordinating the expo, you also
do other things for the GRR. Please tell us what
they are.
JA: I help out wherever I am needed. On race
day I am usually running around taking pictures
and I love that. I just wish I had more time
to spend learning how to be better at taking
pictures.
BF: Your involvement with the GRR has been
going on for quite a long time now. Are you sick
of it yet? Do you wish you could hand it off to
someone else?
JA: I am not sick of anything to do with the race
and I cannot imagine not being involved with it.
It is such a part of our lives and I look forward
to the few weeks leading up to the race every
year.
BF: Let’s move onto our club, JTC Running.
You’ve been a board member for a very long
time. Have you seen any changes (other than
the personnel) in those years? Is the club “on
course?”
JA: I am proud of the direction the club is
going in now. Years ago, it used to be focused
on “what the club can do for me” to currently,
and for the last several years, what we can do
for our community to make it a better place to
live and run. We are working with Groundwork
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Jacksonville to help in their efforts to build
trails. We completed trails in Camp Tomahawk
Park. The club awarded many high school
students summer camp scholarships and helped
raise funds for Marathon High, to name a few.
BF: Do you like what you see in today’s
running?
JA: I like seeing the focus on fitness and seeing
more people running to accomplish goals. I also
love the competitive side of running and enjoy
watching runners push themselves to improve
their performance.
BF: What advice would you give to today’s
beginning runner?
JA: Just enjoy the health benefits you receive
from running and the friendships you build
along the way.
BF: You have your fingers on the pulse of the
running retailing world. What will be the next
big things for the running consumer?
JA: The technical advances in the materials
used in running shoes are improving and
will continue to improve to make the shoes
more responsive. In apparel, the performance
enhancements and the functionality of apparel
continue to improve each season.
BF: Do you ever wish the manufacturers
wouldn’t change the running shoe models so
much?
JA: No, I still get excited to see the updates on
shoes. Often the updates to their best-sellers
are cosmetic these days. The uppers are without
many overlays and bulkiness and look a lot
better. All the companies are looking at different
materials to provide more cushion and more
responsiveness and better heel-to-toe transitions.
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BF: Are today’s running shoe companies more
concerned with style, looks and colors than they
are with performance?
JA: Every shoe company is still very much
focused on performance first, but more than
ever looking at style and color in response to
consumer demand.
BF: What do you think is the most important
innovation in running over say, the past 20
years?
JA: In the race business it is definitely chip
timing. No more Popsicle sticks, tags that are
collected and, hopefully, kept in order, and all
the people who were needed to collect results
and keep things straight in the chutes. Results
are instantaneous now and as you finish you
can see your time posted on apps and online. I
certainly do not miss the days of getting results
from time machines and correlating the times to
the tags collected and looking at select times to
make sure you have the correct time for the right
person.

BF: Got anything on your mind that you would
like to tell us?
JA: Running has been a huge part of our lives
and we have enjoyed every minute of it. Working
together with Doug on all the races and our
stores has been wonderful over the years and I
wouldn’t change anything about what we do.
BF: The people in our club who do the lion’s
share of the work, such as yourself, never receive
enough thanks or praise. On behalf of JTC
Running I would like to thank you for all your
hard work and dedication over the years. You
and Doug have certainly given a lot back to
running and helped to make our local running,
and club, what it is.
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What the Gate River Run Means To Me
time and my effort. I believe, and many runners
believe, that strenuous activity and fitness
are very important things in our lives. It’s so
wonderful that we have this outrageously large
race with nationally ranked runners, out-of-town
participants, volunteers galore, and spectators all
along the way AND a capacity crowd of locals
who have been working toward running this
event just like I have. It’s important that the GRR
is here every year to show the people of this
city that running is fun strenuous activity and
that lots of their fellow citizens are running for
fitness and they should be too.

The best time of the running year is now
because the Gate River Run will be run pretty
soon, the second weekend of March. I can see
the evidence that the race is near. There are a
bunch of people out running, training for the
race, way more running people than you see
during the rest of the year. I see ads on TV for
the GRR and hear them on the radio. Emedia is
abuzz with talk of the race. The JTCR board, of
which I am a member, is concentrating solely
and diligently on the upcoming GRR, as is the
race management team led by Doug Alred, the
Race Director. It certainly is exciting, knowing
that the Gate River Run is coming soon.
What a meaningful event! It has been my
favorite race ever since I started running and
that was a long time ago. Every runner that you
meet has the GRR on their schedule and even
though many of these runners also have other
meaningful races upcoming, their real important
race is the Gate River Run. Can’t miss it! I’d
hate to miss it if something kept me from it. For
many runners, in addition to myself, it is their
favorite race.
It reaffirms that my ongoing road running
regimen is a good and worthwhile use of my
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I must admit; distance running is a big part of
who I am. I started running the roads 34 years
ago and I’m still doing it and I really like it a
lot. The Gate River Run is the most important
race of the year and I expect that every year, I’ll
be very involved with the race both in my daily
running but also in the volunteer things I do
with the race. But it’s mostly the running that
revolves around the GRR. Every year when the
race is run, it marks the end of the running year.
Or maybe it’s the beginning of the running year.
Of course, it is both. My running gets renewed
and refreshed by being in the GRR.
It made me wonder: if something happened and
the GRR no longer existed, would I still continue
to run through the year? I believe I would.
I’m a running guy. And there are lots of other
races. But still, if there were no more Gate River
Run, what would happen to that yearly shot of
excitement and renewal for running? It would
be gone and I would miss it terribly and I know
that everyone in JTCRunning would miss it too.
Ah, we should not worry. The Gate River Run is
here to stay. The Streakers will run their 42nd
GRR. So will 15,000 other folks. I’ll be there,
celebrating my running lifestyle, being with
everybody who runs, and I’ll be getting renewal
from all of it. And what I really hope is that
you’re getting your running renewed by the GRR
too.
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What’s Your New Year’s Resolution (Run)?
Ready or not, it’s that time of year again…the
stockings were hung by the chimney with care,
in hopes that Santa would come down the
chimney granting PR’s to all for the new year.
And YOU get a PR and YOU get a PR…not even
the Grinch who stole your running shoes could
deny you this precious endorphin-bedazzled
gift. But since there isn’t a PR-granting St.
Nick (he may need to swap out the cookies
for gluten-free, vegan sugar-cookie flavored
Quest bars), how do you plan to achieve your
resolutions and running/health goals in 2018?

already, to fall into. More is not always better
and in fact, staying healthy over time is the
number one way to improve in endurance
events. Consider giving a group or individual
track workout a try, following a training plan
tailored to your needs and life- demands, with
your specific goals in mind. Real results can be
achieved in training with a purpose.

Step 1: Write down your goals. I used to
make new year’s resolutions but now I just set
goals. I liked reading Shalane’s in her NYC
training log she posted on Insta back in August:
“1. Win NYC and 2. Finish in the top 3.” She
set a GREAT goal and a GOOD goal, either of
which were realistically within her grasp. One
is possible when all the stars align on that
given day. The other is still an astounding and
satisfiable feat. Caution: Expletives may erupt
involuntarily when you hit the GREAT goal.

Step 4: Develop a mantra. Mine is, “Will run
for coffee.” Just kidding. I do have several but
my primary one for this coming year is, “Don’t
look back. You’re not going that way.” I think
it’s important to put your past accomplishments
or disappointments on the proverbial shelf,
learning from your experiences both positive
and negative, so that you can move forward
with a humble heart and “rungry” mindset
regarding future possibilities. If I would have
set limits on what I thought I could achieve in
2017 based upon the prior year’s results, I would
not have experienced the physical and mental
breakthroughs I did, which changed me as a
runner.

Step 2: There’s strength in numbers. The
great thing about our running community in
Jacksonville is that you don’t have to do it alone
(but you can if you want to). There are free
group runs and meet-ups all over the city on
any given night of the week. If possible, find an
accountability partner or friend who is willing to
meet you early or late as your schedules dictate,
so that you find solace, motivation and success
in the many miles logged together throughout
the year. Better yet, come out to RUN CLUB!

Step 5: Make an honest evaluation of your
nutritional approach. I’ve written other articles
about the great strides (literally) I’ve made in
this area of my health and competitive running
this past year, taking it seriously perhaps for the
first time in my life, and achieving serious and
life-changing results. To put simply, you can’t
outrun a bad diet, so before you start logging all
the miles be sure that you’ve stocked your fridge,
pantry, home and office to be successful in this
department.

Step 3: Enlist the help of a coach. Yes, I am
a coach and I have been self-coached for the
past, well many, many years since finishing up
graduate school and my collegiate competitive
career as a track/cross country athlete. I coached
collegiately for over a decade as well. While
I’ve achieved some results which even amazed
me on my own regimen (I’ve been my own best
guinea pig I suppose), here’s what I learned.
When left to my own devices, I’ll often do too
much. This is an easy trap for a competitive
runner, often a bit of a “type-A” personality

Step 6: Find a race. A good one to start with
is the Striders Resolution Run 5k (1/6/18). I
thrive on races for several reasons. One, it fuels
my competitive nature and inner-gremlin. Two,
running is my choice of a social “happy hour,”
and a healthy one to boot. Three, racing is a
great way to stay motivated and to monitor
your progress. Think of it like you are building
a road map to your “A” race (i.e. Gate River
Run in March) and achieving your great goal
and the races of varying distances are your
checkpoints along the way. This may mean
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What’s Your New Year’s Resolution (Run)?
that you use some races for practice, to learn
how to pace or fuel properly in a competitive
environment or perhaps even just as a longer
run or tempo effort, depending on where it falls
in your training cycle. You may even make some
new friends along the way! My favorite part is
watching the clients I coach podium in their

respective age groups or achieving a result he/
she may not have believed possible. Running
and racing can change your life, if you let it!
Sometimes you will finish a tough race (doesn’t
have to be a marathon) and upon reflection
consider, if I did that, I can do anything! I
look forward to seeing what we can accomplish
together this year! Stay “rungry!”
About the Author:
Julie Stackhouse is the owner of Stackhouse
Fitness (getstackednow.com) and the overall
winner of 18 races of varying distances in 2017.
Her sights are now set on the Boston marathon
for 2018. Her life’s passion lies in running and
teaching those under her coaching wing the
ropes of the most true and honest sport, where
you can get back exactly what you put into it –
and then some.
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The Guana Trail Races – A Postscript
When track club member Mark Ryan accepted the
duties of race director of the Guana Trails Races six
years ago, the event was staged in October. That
autumn month, it turned out, was not the best of
times to pull off the races. It was still too warm, the
blood-sucking insects were buzzing and biting like
Donald Trump on a Big Mac, and hurricane season
was in effect, and that meant some very wet trails.
To avoid all this, Mark wisely decided to move the
event to the first Sunday of December where it was
successfully, and dryly, staged for four subsequent
times.
Like all women, Mother Nature is quite the
unpredictable one, and in 2017 she made
unsuspecting fools of us all. Hurricanes? Let’s
see, I think there were two. This meant that the
Guana trails never really dried out and then, five
days before our races took place, she dumped five
inches of rain on South Ponte Vedra. In one fell
swoop some of the trails went from being runnable
and only semi-swampy to a full-fledged bog. They
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could have filmed one of those “reality” TV shows
resplendent with moonshiners, lady redneck
loggers, Cajun mental midgets, and assorted
Neanderthals straight from the set of Duck Dynasty.
It was bad.
The day before the Sunday event, Mark and I
traveled the course and set out the aid stations and
directional markers. One section looked like the
Louisiana Bayou and we both agreed that part of
the course would have to be altered. Once we made
the change we also agreed that we had probably
shortened its length – and there was no time to
remeasure. Little did we know that the changes
made the course longer. In fact, longer by the
proverbial mile.
I like ultra runners. They never complain. They
don’t gripe about mud or water, they don’t whine
about the toughness of a course, they don’t even get
upset about accuracy. Good thing, too, because the
lucky dogs got all of it on this race day. Ultimately,
the 50k (31-mile) ultra runners ran more like 35
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The Guana Trail Races – A Postscript
miles. The 25k (15.5-mile) team contestants did
about 17.5 miles each, and the 12k (7.5-mile)
runners ran 8.2 miles.
Well, as we said after the race, “at least they got
their money’s worth.”
The day itself was very nice for running –
overcast and cool. Most of the course was dry

and fast and no one got hurt. Entries were up by
some 60 runners over 2016. During the post-race
party/awards presentation at The Reef restaurant,
the atmosphere was upbeat and happy. All
those miles were (pretty much) forgotten. A
great time was enjoyed by all and JTC Running’s
race director Mark Ryan accomplished a very
successful event.

The Starting Line / Written by Bob Fernee

71-Year-Old Man Breaks Indoor Mile Record

Looks like my training needs more than just
mileage, speedwork, stretching, dieting and
consistency. I need strength training. What has
brought me to this conclusion? On Dec. 7,
71-year-old Gary Patton broke the indoor mile
record for men 70-74. Racing on the track at
the New York Armory, Patton ran the incredible
time of 5:29.81. He knocked three seconds off
the record that had stood for 30 years.
In the same race last year Patton missed the
record by two seconds running a time of 5:34.9.
One year older and yet five seconds faster on a
tight indoor track. What made such a difference
in Patton’s performance? He credits an increase
in strength training.
Patton was halfway through his record-smashing
race when he discovered that his first half-mile
time of 2:49.2 was behind world-record pace.
Later, he told Runner’s World magazine that
“when I saw I was almost four seconds off the
pace my thought was, ‘I’m just going to sprint
this sucker and see how long I can last.’”

Sounds like madness, but the aggressiveness
paid off and he more than made up for the lost
time.
Personally, I think Patton has overlooked his
fantastic mental fortitude. To be so far behind
in a one-mile record attempt and break into a
veritable sprint in order to recover lost time is
phenomenal. Physically, that had to hurt and
mentally … well, I never had that kind of brain.
My mind would have said: “Well, there’s always
next year.” End of race.
Naturally, when someone puts in a performance
such as this it may be hard to say exactly how
they accomplished it (sans drugs, of course, and
we would hope that in this case it would be so),
but Patton’s increased weight training might
have given him the strength to carry on when
the odds were so stacked against him. He seems
to believe so.
Dang! Looks like it’s back to the gym. Right after
I said to myself, “I’ll never do another squat in
this lifetime.”

Patton also revealed to Runner’s World,
“This year I’ve added a morning session of a lot of squats, push-ups and
burpees, and a lot of stretching. I spend 30 to 40 minutes every morning
doing those. And I’m on a three-day rotation with my afternoon workouts
– one day of running, one day of weight training and one day of cross
training.”
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7 Ways to Wreck Your Resolutions
where baked goods are unattainable, you may
substitute the various flavors of Skittles for your
daily fruit quota.
THREE:
Sell your exercise equipment and use the
proceeds to buy a new couch.
This will provide you and your family a
comfortable place to sit back and think about
those resolutions. Or, just sit. The treadmill was
doing nothing more than giving you a place to
hang your laundry anyway.
It is a new year and it is time for a fresh start.
Does that sound familiar? It should. You
probably said it last year. According to a recent
study from the Journal of Clinical Psychology,
40% of Americans make a New Year’s
resolution but only 8% achieve their stated
goals.
Losing weight, eating healthy and getting back
into shape are the most common New Year’s
resolutions. There are an abundance of reasons
why these goals are important, and many viable
strategies for achieving success. However, I do
not want to sugar-coat the advice, as you will
only want to eat that, too. Let’s use some reverse
psychology and instead give you the best ways
to destroy those perennially evasive resolutions.
Besides, there is always next year.
ONE:
Elevate bacon’s place in your diet from
condiment to food group.
If a little bacon is good, then more must be
better. Have you ever tried a vegetarian burger
and then wondered just how magnificent it
would taste with a few strips of bacon? If you
ditch the vegetarian patty and added even more
bacon, you are well on your way to derailing the
healthy eating goals.
TWO:
Make sure any fruit that you eat is only in
muffin, loaf or pancake form.
Blueberry pancakes, cranberry muffins and
banana bread are easy ways to sneak more
fruit into your diet. In case of an emergency
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FOUR:
Let social media be your guide for all important
decisions.
Any decision that life throws your way, there is
no better resource than the collective brainpower
of your entire cast of friends, relatives, stalkers
and hackers. After all, Aristotle was quoted in his
earliest teachings that the internet was a “robust
marvel of absolute truth.”
FIVE:
Trade your green vegetables for green M&Ms.
Trust me, it will taste better. After all, the green
ones are supposed to be good for you, right?
If you are using social media as your decision
maker, keep in mind that M&Ms have over 10
million likes on Facebook and broccoli has only
45,000.
SIX:
Make your coffee with Red Bull instead of water.
What better way to maximize your work output
by super-charging your caffeine intake? We lead
busy lives. We can rest next year. It is impossible
to add hours to the day, but not if you increase
your miles per hour.
SEVEN:
Change the bathroom scale from pounds to
kilograms.
There is no easier way to lose weight than to
use the metric system to your advantage. Since
one kilogram is the equivalent of just over two
pounds, you can almost cut your weight in half
at the flip of a switch.
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Wide World of Running
RESOLUTIONS and SISU.

Runners resolve to improve. Runners resolve
to persist. Runners resolve to eat better, do
more speed work, train for a breakthrough
performance.
And like most people, runners and un-runners
alike, they fail. Will 2018 be YOUR year?
I imagine that the word resolution derives from
RESOLUTE. To be resolute is to be focused,
determined, unwavering.
Great runners of the past and present often lived
that admirable dedicated lifestyle. They trained
just right. They reached that physiological and
mental peak when it mattered most. They won
races and achieved great times.
But I have never met a single runner, from local
champions to Olympians, who was completely
satisfied with his/her accomplishments. They all
had goals that went unachieved.
Should this be our excuse, then, to downgrade
our goals to the merely comfortable? If Emil
Zatopek and Grete Waitz and Deena Kastor and
Meb Keflezighi fell short of their goals, what
chance do we have?
None.
But wait!
Is complete success possible?
Is it within the grasp of any person to achieve
success?
I guess that depends on one’s definition.
If success is measured by setting the goal of
35 miles a week, and then running those 35

miles, then absolutely! Likewise, losing 10
pounds through a change in eating habits, and
maintaining that healthier weight—then you are
a colossus!
What I propose for you, and for myself, is to
forgo the annual New Year’s Resolution.
Rather than set yourself up for disappointment,
failure, and self-loathing, do what you know
you can do. Become -- as eccentric Australian
coach Percy Cerruty described it -- a sincere and
punishing trier. That’s TRIER, as in TRY.
I know Yoda (the Jedi) famously said, “Do, or
do not. There is no try.”
But I prefer the positive message, that we can all
be sincere and punishing triers. Go out the door
in the rain and in the heat. Try to eat more
sensibly. Try to get adequate rest. Try to get in
that long run or the speed work that you know
pays dividends on race day.
The Flying Finns, from Hannes Kolehmainen
in 1912, to Lasse Viren in 1980, and all their
countrymen were famous for it, worldwide.
They call it sisu. Its meaning is tough to define,
but its essence is this: Unyielding courage.
We can all live a running life with sisu. It does
not imply success but instead, speaks of an
attitude.
We can all live 2018, and every other year, with
the drive to be our best. To have the courage
to start over, to return to our daily battles with
inertia, with fatigue, with the temptation of
mainstream, civilized alternatives to running.

I resolve to keep trying.

DON'T FORGET!
Collect Your Wristband at Our Expo Booth for Free
Use of Our Race Day Hospitality Tent
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Weekly Training Runs
Sunday 6:30 am, Mandarin: Various locations and
distance. Contact: Stef at stefgriff@aol.com or 268-1503
Sunday 6:30 am, Atlantic Beach: Atlantic Bl.
& 1st Street. 5-10 miles. Contact: Linda White
(C) 662-4928 whitelindab@bellsouth.net
Sunday 6:30 am, Orange Park: IHOP, Blanding Bl.
6-20 miles. Contact: John 264-8024
john powers@floridapowertrain.com
Sunday 8:00 am, Jax Trails Group Run: visit
Jax Group Trail Running on Facebook
Monday 6:30 pm, Town Center Mall: 1st Place Sports,
3-6 miles. Contact: 620-9991
Monday 5:00 pm, Bridges Run: River City Brewing Co.
2-6 miles. Acosta & Main St. Bridges.
Contact: Bill Krause billkrause615@gmail.com
904-860-9189

Wednesday 6:30 pm, Jax Beach: 1st Place Sports
various runs designed to improve your running.
Contact: Simon 270-2221
Wednesday 6:30 pm, San Marco: 1st Place Sports/
Aardwolf Brewery, 4 miles, includes bridges.
Contact: 399-8880
*NEW* Thursday 6:30 pm, Springfield: Hyperion
Brewery, 3-4 miles.
Contact: Bill Dunn, wmdunn222@gmail.com
Friday 5:40 am, Mandarin: Beauclerc, Forest Circle,
7.5 miles. Contact: Stef at stefgriff@aol.com or
268-1503

Disclaimer on Weekly Workout Sessions
The Wednesday morning and afternoon sessions at the Bolles School
are sanctioned by JTC Running and open only to registered members.
Information on all other sessions is provided as a courtesy only.
JTC Running does not sanction, manage, or insure these workouts.

Tuesday 5:45 am, San Marco: Southside Methodist
Church 5-6 miles. 7-8:30 pace.
Contact: JC Pinto, 655-1044
Tuesday 7:00 pm, Baymeadows: 1st Place Sports,
Baymeadows Rd. 3-6 miles. All abilities, 731-3676
Wednesday 5:30 am, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training, (JTC Running Members)
Contact: JC Pinto, 655-1044
Wednesday 5:30 pm, Bolles School: Track Interval
Training (JTC Running Members)
Contact: Paul Smith, smithfccj@hotmail.com, 982-3730
Visit JTCRunning.com for more information.

